
Preparing your presentation

Your team will present an argument about why your person or family deserves to 
get a green card. Write down the three facts or ideas you think are most 
important from the two documents you read. List them in the table below. 
Discuss with your team why these facts are important. Write your explanation in 
the table below.

My team is arguing that                                            deserve a green card

Fact Why it is important

1

2

3

The Laghari family
Maria
Andre and Lisette
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Preparing your sp&ch

Use this template to prepare the speech that your team will present.

We believe that (Choose one: the Laghari family, Maria, Andre and 
Lisette) deserve a green card.

The first reason why we believe that they deserve a green card is:  

_______________________________________________________________

This is important because:  

_______________________________________________________________

The second reason why we believe that they deserve a green card is:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

This is important because: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

The third reason why we believe that they deserve a green card is:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

This is important because:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

To summarize, we recommend that this person/family should receive a green card 

because:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________
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Evaluate the presentations!

Your name:  ___________________________

The team you are evaluating:  _______________________________________

Did at least two people present? ______________________________________

Did they have three facts or ideas? ____________________________________

Did they have a clear recommendation? ________________________________

Choose your rating for the team’s presentation

        one star two stars three stars 

What is one thing you can compliment the team about?

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________

What is one question you have for the team?

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________
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Evaluate the presentations!

Your name: ___________________________

The team you are evaluating: _______________________________________

Did at least two people present? _____________________________________

Did they have three facts or ideas? ___________________________________

Did they have a clear recommendation? _______________________________

Choose your rating for the team’s presentation

        one star two stars three stars 

What is one thing you can compliment the team about?

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________

What is one question you have for the team?

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________
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